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Capacity Management + Vaccination Management Workflow
Office, factories, restaurants, fitness center, retail, school, etc.

Comply with the capacity & vaccination measures with ease

Vaccination
Management

The platform offers workflows to record 
and manage vaccination status as well 
as antigen test results.* COVID-19 most 

wanted solution.

Capacity
Management

Create facilities, set capacity limit, Set 
approval process & you are good to go. 

Ready to use on the same day, get com-
pliance immediately with records.
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*How we work tomorrow will not be like how we worked yesterday. Work has 
always been defined by workplace or location, but that relationship is changing. 
TimeCentral is here to provide you the tools to manage hybrid workforce.

COVID-19 precautions and safe Measure compliance solution
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LCreate safer & compliance-ready environment
Let's keep all safe
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always been defined by workplace or location, but that relationship is changing. 
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Relevant Industries 

Create user profiles on the 
platform enabling them
access to the cloud as well as 
the mobile app.

Set user profile based on High-
risk or low-risk environment
as well as vaccinated or
unvaccinated to trigger the
no. of test and period of validity.

Users declare/update the 
vaccination, and other 
test results, information, etc. 
via mobile app or cloud.

Once the information is 
approved manually or auto 
approved the user then has 
access to the facility booking.

Users will receive notification 
for periodically test results to
be uploaded as defined in the
system.

 Vaccination
Management
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Create facilities, set capacity 
limit,  Set approval process & 
you are good to go.

Employees/Users/Members 
access mobile App or web 
to book the facility.

Booking is auto-approved 
or is sent to an approval 
process.

Employees/Users/Members 
get approval notification on 
mobile App.

Employees/Users/Member 
able to enter the facilit.y

 Capacity
Management


